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Summary. The question of how the observed evolution of organized structures from initial chaos in the expanding universe can be reconciled with the laws of statistical mechanics is studied, with emphasis on effects of the expansion and gravity. Some major sources of entropy increase are listed. An expanding "causal" region is defined in which the entropy, though increasing, tends to fall further and further behind its maximum possible value, thus allowing for the development of order. The related questions of whether entropy will continue increasing without !imit in the future, and whether such increase in the form of Hawking radiation or radiation from positronium might enable life to maintain itself permanently, are considered. Attempts to find a scheme for preserving life based on solid structures fail because events such as quantum tunneling recurrently disorganize matter on a very long but fixed time scale, whereas all energy sources slow down progressively in an expanding universe. However, there remains hope that other modes of life capable of maintaining themselves permanently can be found.
August 1982, Volume 217, Number 4560 Assumptions and Basic Formulas
We will adopt the following assumptions and specializations:
1) The present standard laws of physics remain valid into the indefinite past and future.
2) The universe remains approximately homogeneous and isotropic and is thus describable by a Friedmann model (this assumption is not needed to establish many of our conclusions, and it may fail at late times, but we make it to establish a framework for quantitative estimates).
3
) The universe expands without limit [that is, in questions dealing with the future we consider the open (k= -1) and critical (k= O) Friedmann models but not the closed (k= +1) model, which presents a very diSerent set of issues].
We will make repeated use of the formula for entropy in two limiting cases where it is known exactly. Case 1. For a gas of N free particles with temperature T in a volume V S = kln (number of N-particle states) kln (number of 1-particle states)N (1) Evaluating the one-particle phase space, one finds (7) for particles of mass m If gravity is neglected, matter in a closed box approaches equilibrium the state of maximum entropy. In the past century some people applied this description to the universe, arriving at a gloomy picture called the "heat death of the universe" in which the state of maxi-1) How can the observed evolution of organized structures from chaos be reconciled with the second law of thermodynamics?
2) Quantitatively, what are the main sources of entropy increase in the universe? (2) mum entropy would eventually be reached. A look at our present picture of the history of the universe reveals a remarkably different and more interesting situation. In the beginning there is a hot gas, nearly homogeneous and in thermal equilibrium. As it expands it breaks into clumps of matter galaxies, stars, planets, rocks, dust, and gas with a wide range of temperatures. Some of these objects develop highly organized structures and, on at least one planet, self-replicating structures called "life" develop. Finally, a form of life emerges with the capability to ask questions about these systems.
The questions we will consider in this article are: The universe differs from a closed nongravitating box in three key respects: expansion, the long-range nature of gravity, and the interplay of relaxation times with the expansion rate.
Expansion. In general, entropy need not be conserved during an expansion even if the system remains in equilibrium 594 (12) . Consider, for example, nucleosynthesis in the big bang. We adopt an oversimplified picture of N free nucleons coupled to photons in a box (leptons are ignored). If the nucleons bind into alpha particles, the number of free particles is at first sight reduced by a factor of 4, tending to reduce the entropy. However, the 7-MeV energy release per nucleon is available to make new photons, tending to raise the entropy. The quantitative comparison, using Eq. 3, is S(n,p gas) kN ( 10) S(cx, gas) k(Ncy + Na) 
us, as the universe cools by expan-Thus entropy favors one large black hole n, the favored state changes from overmany small ones no matterhowbig z neutrons and protons to condensed the box; the bigger the box, the more vlei (cx, and later at a lower T, Fe) and extreme the nonuniformity. change results in an entropy inReturning to the initial homogeneous ase.
hot gas in the early big bang, we now see Che question now arises: granted that that it would have been unstable even in ler, less dense states may have differ-the absence of expansion because, alentropies, what guarantees that their though its "thermal" and "chemical" ropies will be larger rather than small-entropy were maximized, its "gravita-F A partial answer, recently advocated tionaI" entropy was very small (5, 14). Bekenstein (13) , is the following. If S This goes far toward explaining the kN, the main way to increase S is to seeming paradox of how an initially hoke more quanta. Since mogeneous gas has been able to undergo N = E(total)/E(per quanta) (13) such extensive development of structure. But it gives rise to another quesway to make more quanta is to split tion: why was the gravitational entropy ticles into lower energy particlesso small at early times? ferably massless, since otherwise the At present we have no idea why the ycess terminates. But the minimum early universe was so homogeneous over rgy per massless particle is distance scales which were not then 
S (t) kGEC2(t) (17)
EC(t) and RC(t) are the energy and radius of the causal volume. Since RC(t) grows as t and the energy density p(t) falls as t-2 in the early universe, EC(t) grows as
EC(t) p(t)RC3(t) t (18)
Thus the maximum gravitational entropy in a causal region grows rapidly more rapidly than the energy contained in the region. This relentless growth of max SB1]/EC is a particularly good example of the Bekenstein relation max S/E R.
Turning this around, the maximum gravitational entropy in a causal region shrinks rapidly as we go backward in time. Taking RC(t) ct and putting in nlimbers, we find max SBH -k(1o 43 sec)
The reference time 10-43 second is the time when the causal region contained just 1019 GeV of energy, corresponding to one Planck mass. If, instead of a black hole, the causal region contained free particles in thermal equilibrium, then the typical energy per particle was (10-43 VI/2 and the particle entropy within the causal region was ference between the universe and a closed nongravitating box is that the universe falls out of equilibrium uhless its relaxation time is less than the doubling time over which it expands appreciably. This condition becomes progressively harder to fulfill as the system thins out. One well-known example is that the nucleon gas does not have time to nucleosynthesize all the way to the nuclear energy minimum at iron as it cools. The process is cut short by the decay of the free neutrons at 103 seconds, by the gap at total nucleon number A = 5, by thinning densities, and by the Coulomb barrier in proton-proton reactions, leaving a mixture of primarily p's and 's . Nucleosynthesis resumes only much later when matter reconcentrates in stars, and even then it fails to achieve rapid or full completion.
The failure of black holes to form or, if preexistent, to grow at maximal rates is another example. As long as the surrounding gas is ultrarelativistic, development and growth of local density fluctuations that might lead to black holes is inhibited by the high pressure, which tends to blow them apart. Preexistent black holes decay through Hawking radiation and disappear within a time which is very slow for star-sized black holes, but is immediate for black holes initially present on the scale of the Planck mass. So right from the beginning at 10-43 second, and certainly later at times when the physics is better understood, gravitational entropy in a causal region fails to keep pace with its maximum potential value. We have thus come to a conclusion which stands the closed 19th-century model on its head. Far from approaching equilibrium, the expanding universe as viewed in a succession of causal regions falls further and further behind achieving equilibrium. This gives ample scope for interesting nonequilibrium structures to develop out of initial chaos (15) , as has occurred in nature.
Numerical Estimates of Entropy Increase in a Model Universe
If a homogeneous, isotropic space filled with pure blackbody radiation or pure pressureless nonrelativistic gas expands, a comoving volume expanding with the space contains a constant number of quanta with constant entropy (16).
Thus comoving volume is convenient for measuring the actual growth of entropy, whereas the causal volume was useful for considering the maximum possible rate of entropy growth.
To get a feeling for the numbers involved, let us consider some major sources of entropy increase in a comoving volume. We adopt a simple Friedmann model in which the universe is initially filled with radiation and devoid of black holes. We start a second or so after the big bang, when experimentally well-established laws of physics already apply and the radiation is salted with nucleons in the present ratio of about nwlnN 109 (23) where nN is the number of nucleons. We further assume that the eventual departures from homogeneity are limited to scales no larger than, say, superclusters of galaxies, an assumption which limits the size of the black holes that may form.
In the radiation-dominated universe, the scale of a comoving volume grows as Vcomoving R3Omoving t3l2 (24) where R is radius, while temperature and entropy follow Eqs. 20 and 21. Thus Sl VcOmoving is essentially constant during the radiation era (with modest increments from nucleosynthesis and various other events). The entropy is falling behind max SBH, however, throughout the radiation era (up to 10ll seconds) at the rate implied by Eqs. 19 and 21.
Slmax SBH (10-43 sec/t)l/2 (25)
The situation changes when photons decouple at about 10ll seconds, allowing stars and galaxies to form. The clumping into gravitational potential wells and the resumption of nucleosynthesis within stars release energy that can be degraded into large numbers of low-energy quanta. The resulting entropy gains for several significant processes are listed in Table 1 and discussed below. 
A comparison of Eqs. 21 and 19 reveals two important points. First, the particle entropy grows more slowly than the maximum entropy. Second, if we are so bold as to extrapolate back to 10-43 second, when kT was of the order of the Planck energy, we find that the particle entropy max SBH. At that moment a system of particles in thermal equilibrium was only marginally unstable against gravitational collapse; the entropy (while absolutely small) was of the same order as its possible maximum. Thus we have understood why the initial gravitational entropy within a causal volume was small. The remaining question is: why did the gravitational entropy fail to grow as fast as max SBH? Relaxation times. The third major dif- In processes (i) and (ii), or in nucleon d others decay, the energy release occurs in a lout 102° large number of independent local events ration of distributed randomly over the interior of nates 90 the body. These heat the body; the heat regions, is carried to the surface and radiated a large away. As in the case of a normal star, the z to 101 l entropy gain depends on the surface temwe entro-perature. ole thus At sufficiently late times, outside energy inputs (including the flux of cosmic 29) blackbody photons) become negligible.
A body will be in thermal equilibrium sn a time when the power generated within it balimate is ances radiation from the surface. For a .he frac-spherical blackbody with radius R, congreater taining N nucleons that undergo energy may act release E per nucleon on a time scale , xample, the surface temperature T is fixed by Table 1 , we note that the entropy in a comoving volume approaches an asymptotic limit in our model, though only on an enormous time scale. The period of most rapid entropy increase begins with the formation of stars and ends with the formation of black holes on the largest scales that are bound. It is also interesting to consider the ratio Slmax S in a causal region as a function of time. In a critical (k = O) universe, max SBH grows as t2 at all times. The entropy of a free gas grows as t3/2 or t, depending on whether the gas is ultrarelativistic (radiation dominant) or nonrelativistic (matter dominant); the behaviors are summarized in Table 2 . Adding in the various entropy-generating processes in Table 1 , especially black hole formation, we arrive at the approximate curve for Slmax S displayed in Fig.   1 .
In an open (k = 1) universe, the time development is initially the same as in a critical universe. But later the radius of a comoving volume starts expanding at a rate t. Once this happens, causal regions grow essentially no faster than comoving volumes on the largest scales, so Sgas and the number of particles in a causal region on the scale of the light horizon stop growing. In this relatively empty type of universe, black holes no longer maximize the entropy. Matter dominance is maintained even if nucleons decay, because free electron pairs annihilate only partially in an open universe (3). Given these circumstances, the Bekenstein limit max S 2TrkRE/ch of Eq. 15 apparently cannot be realized.-As pointed out by Page (13), a more realistic bound is that which would be obtained if all the matter could suddenly be transmuted into radiation: max S k(RE/ch)314. The actual matterdominant S and E, on the other hand, become constant. Thus Slmax S falls asymptotically as R-314 t-3/4, yielding a curve qualitatively similar to, though less steep than, Fig. 1 .
It is apparent from Fig. 1 that the entropy in a causal region falls steadily further behind max S during most of cosmic history. Slmax S does increase temporarily during the period of stellar and galactic black hole formation. Life as we know it develops during the same period, utilizing the much smaller but conveniently arranged entropy generation on a planet or planets situated near nucleosynthesizing stars.
Heat Death
As we have seen, modern cosmology does not terminate in the classical heat death of the l9th century. The classical heat death was characterized by statistical equilibrium of matter at constant temperature and entropy. An expanding universe never achieves equilibrium and never reaches a constant temperature.
Nevertheless, the conclusion reached in the previous section was equally gloomy. With our assumptions the expanding universe does "die" in the sense that the entropy in a comoving volume asymptotically approaches a constant limit. ss7 Can this gloomy conclusion be avoided? What comes to mind immediately is our assumption that superclusters of galaxies are the largest gravitationally bound objects. This limited the size scale obtained for black hole formation. If the sequence of gravitationally bound objects were to continue indefinitely to all size scales, it seems possible that formation of progressively larger black holes might proceed indefinitely, causing the entropy per comoving volume to grow without limit, though never reaching its maximum. In such a universe there would be no heat death.
Detailed The entropy requirement (Eq. 32) is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for life. Dyson (6) entrusts the rest to a sufficiently resourceful intelligence. The challenges this intelligence must eventually meet include the required search for fresh free energy sources, the concomitant need for space travel, and the adjustment to progressively lower temperatures and lower rates of activity necessitated by the finiteness of all known free energy sources. There is also a less obvious problem: if kT fell below the lowest phonon excitation energy zlE, all process rates, waste heat radiation, and information accumulation would die as exp(-ZlE/kt) whereas at AE < kT they fall only as a power of T. Thus any life based on solid structures must eventually adjust to longer and longer length scales to keep SE < kT.
There are several reasons why positronium formation would be a less useful perpetual free energy source for life than black hole amalgamation: 1) Black hole amalgamation, if it occurs, is capable of supplying greater entropy increases (4).
2) Black holes provide a concentrated source of free energy, whereas the photons radiated by positronium, being spread evenly over space, are harder to collect.
3) To meet the need for expanding length scales described above, life based on solid matter must continually search out and bring together more matter. This requires energy. Hawking radiation from a black hole can yield enough energy to meet this requirement, whereas positronium radiation cannot.
We therefore turn to black holes as the free energy source, and envision how life might attempt to maintain itself indefinitely, and even play a major role in (we take p t-2, as appropriate in a(34) matter-dominated critical universe If v << t, the black holes evaporate before they can be merged, and the empire dies for lack of a concentrated free energy source. If T >> t, the black holes radiate very little of their energy during a doubling-time, and the empire is starved for usable energy. For sustaining life, the optimum radiant lifetime (24) is X t; that is, end, with the striking feature that life permanently modifies the overall environment to sustain itself, amalgamating black holes and raising the entropy above natural levels by a growing and eventually infinite factor.
Can The material in the shell would cover a fraction R-1 t-1/3 of the full solid angle, so it could absorb a fraction t-1/3 of the energy radiated by the black hole and generate entropy at the rate dSSldt t-213 ( 
43)
According to Dyson (6), life would hate problems of heat disposal which -would r@quire it to "hibernate" a fraction [1 -g(t)] of the time. In Dyson's formulation g(t) scales as the taemperature of the life zone, Tljfe(t). This would prevent life from generating entropy continuously at a rate as high as t-2/3. Nevertheless, as one sees by taking, for exaruple, g(t) Tljfe(t) TsH(t) t (44) life could produce entropy at a rate scaling as t-2/3 during its active phases and t-1 overall, which would still allow its integrated entropy generation to go to infinity in our model. Thus the model seems to reach the goal of life without
